General relativity provides an appropriate framework for addressing the issue of subor superluminality as an apparent effect. Even though a massless particle travels on the light cone, its average velocity over a finite path measured by different observers is not necessarily equal to the velocity of light, as a consequence of the time dilation or contraction in gravitational fields. This phenomenon occurs in either direction (increase or depletion) irrespectively of the details and strength of the gravitational interaction. Hence, it does not intrinsically guarantee superluminality, even when the gravitational field is reinforced. * dieter.luest@lmu.de †
In special relativity massless particles in vacuum travel at the speed of light, c. This is also true in general relativity, although, in that latter case, curvature can be the source of peculiar effects affecting time, and therefore velocities. The gravitational red/blueshift, the time delay of radar echoes and, more recently, the handling of the GPS 1 clocks, provide spectacular confirmations of these properties at cosmological, solar and earth scales.
In view of the discussions triggered by the recent OPERA data release [1] , it seems appropriate to us to remind some simple facts that one should bear in mind in the process of fitting experimental data with phenomenological proposals like via a new, environmental spin-two force that acts predominantly on neutrinos [2] , or via warping of extra dimensions [3] , or via a new scalar field sourced by the earth [4] . As it is well known, in a locally Lorentz-invariant theory, the velocity of a massless particle is always equal to c, in local frames. What we would like, however, to stress here is that, as a direct consequence of the above considerations on time, the average velocity of such a massless particle along its trajectory, as measured by some observer, is not necessarily equal to c. It can be either smaller, or larger depending on where the measurement is performed, irrespectively of the strength and details of the gravitational field and without violating any fundamental principle such as local Lorentz invariance or equivalence principle.
In order to make our argument concrete, we consider static, spherically symmetric space-times, well adapted to earth-based considerations. In a standard coordinate system, the corresponding metric reads:
We perform the following gedanken experiment: a massless particle (photon or slightly massive but very energetic particle like an electron or a neutrino) is emitted at time t 1 from a observer O 1 (r 1 , ϕ 1 , ϑ 1 ) and received at time t 2 by an observer O 2 (r 2 , ϕ 2 , ϑ 2 ).
What is the travel time measured by each of these observers and what is the corresponding average velocity?
The massless particle travels on the light cone, and we will use spherical symmetry to set ϑ 1 = ϑ 2 = π /2. Hence, for the particle at hand
Conservation of energy (E) and of angular momentum (L) together with Eq. (2) allow 1 Global Positioning System.
to recast the problem in terms of a unique first-order equation,
where b = Lc /E is the impact parameter related to the periastron R by setting
The total coordinate time for the flight from O 1 to O 2 is obtained from Eq. (2),
recast, using (3), as:
The actual time measured by the observers O 1,2 at rest is, however, slightly different, because of the effect of the local gravitational potential that alters their proper time τ.
In terms of the latter one finds:
Expression (6) can be applied to a large palette of situations, either for radial trajectories (R = 0) or for more general ones. It was in particular instrumental for setting the Shapiro effect (measured in 1967 -see e.g. [5] for details and references), where, using the Schwarzschild metric (g tt = −1 + r g/r) and assuming r g ≪ r 1 = R < r 2 , one obtains:
Notice that the above expressions are general enough to accommodate exotic situations 2 such as a field with negative r g , which would result in a repulsive antigravity potential Φ = MG /r.
In order to determine the average speed measured by each of these observers, one has to set the distance spanned by the particle during its flight from O 1 to O 2 . For any observer at rest, this is the length of the track line of the particle in the threedimensional space 3 i.e. 
with ϕ = ϕ(r) the integral of Eq. (3). Using the latter, (8) reads:
Expressions (6) and (10) lead finally to the velocity, as measured by each of the two observers:
In flat space, v i is equal to c. However, this no longer holds in the presence of a gravitational field, where v can be slightly above or below c, depending on g tt , g rr and on the location of the observer. Again, for Schwarzschild and under the above assumptions one finds:
It is clear from this expression that the average velocity can be sub-or superluminal, as a result of the competition between the two terms of order r g -even though this effect is illusive because the local velocity for these particles is always identical to c due to local Lorentz invariance. Hence, v 2 < c, whereas v 1 is generally superluminal. As an example, one can consider the gravitational field around the earth (r g ≈ 1 cm), with observer O 1 at the surface of the earth (r 1 ≈ 6.5 × 10 8 cm) exchanging tangentially massless particles with O 2 on (i) the top of the Mont Blanc (r 2 ≈ 6.505 × 10 8 cm), (ii) a geosynchronous satellite (r 2 ≈ 4.2 × 10 9 cm) and (iii) the moon (r 2 ≈ 4 × 10 10 cm). One finds: (i) δ 1 ≈ 2 × 10 −13 , δ 2 ≈ −4 × 10 −13 , (ii) δ 1 ≈ 4.6 × 10 −10 , δ 2 ≈ −1.9 × 10 −10 and (iii) δ 1 ≈ 7.1 × 10 −10 , δ 2 ≈ −4.8 × 10 −11 .
The above considerations do not aim at providing an explanation, based on pure general-relativity effects, to the claimed superluminal velocity of neutrinos by the OPERA collaboration [1] . Indeed, as already noticed in [4] , the gravitational field around the earth is too tiny to accommodate such deviations: the orders of magnitude are at best of r g/r earth ≈ 10 −9 and, according to our precise computation (see Eq. (12)), by far smaller when the flight distances are short -which is the case in the OPERA experiment.
The message our careful treatment is meant to convey, however, is that the quantity defined in general relativity as the average velocity of massless particles traveling between two distant points, can either be sub-or superluminal, depending on the position of the observer and on the form of the trajectory in the gravitational field. In particular, neither conventional attractive gravitational forces do systematically produce subluminal effects, nor repulsive forces lead necessarily to superluminality.
In our opinion, superluminality as a consequence of a (so far purely phenomenological) modification of the effective space-time metric seen by the neutrinos 4 may equally originate (or fail to do so 5 ) from an attractive or from a repulsive gravitational force. Within this pattern, it could even be traded for subluminality, in appropriately designed experiments. Put differently, making the effective gravitational field for the neutrinos stronger and repulsive does not guarantee superluminality.
